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Infants are highly susceptible to severe infections
due to inefficiency of their immune system. HBV is
thought to hijack the newborns’ defective host
defence and establish chronic infection through the
induction of an “immunotolerant” state, whose
existence is however controversial. Here, by
studying the phenotypic and functional profile of
immune cells present in neonatal cord blood of
HBV+ and healthy mothers, we show that HBV
exposure frequently occurs in utero and induces a
state of “trained immunity” characterized by
increased monocyte maturation, elevated levels of
IL-12p40, and enhanced Th1 development.
Importantly, this “trained immunity” results in a
stronger ability of the neonatal immune cells to
respond to unrelated bacterial infection. Our
findings challenge the dogma that HBV vertical
infection induces immunotolerance. Furthermore,
by showing that viral exposure in utero matures the
newborn immune response, we demonstrate that
“trained immunity” can already be acquired in
utero. Our data further suggests that HBV, like
herpesvirus, can have a symbiotic relationship with
their host by providing a selective advantage to
control unrelated pathogens at birth.
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Thorny Roses from Malaria

All human malaria parasites form rosettes with
uninfected red blood cells.
The role of these malaria red cell rosettes in the
pathobiology of this serious disease is still not fully
understood.
In this talk we provide some of the latest data on
this interesting phenomena; using a range of
molecular and biomechanical tools directly applied
to fresh patient isolates (in the clinical field setting).
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